Introduction

Multicore software development represents a significant investment that can make a big difference in a product’s ultimate success. Multicore System-on-Chip (SoC) complexity directly translates to software complexity and while multicore software architecture partitioning, task scheduling, dispatching and coordination among cores add another layer of programming challenges though they do not have to be overwhelming. How to accelerate multicore software development and still deliver a robust and top-quality system solution are the utmost concerns for multicore developers. This paper explores how Texas Instruments KeyStone multicore SoCs offload many software functions into hardware AccelerationPacs or other architectural elements to reduce the amount of software needed and to automate many of the more complex multicore management tasks. It also describes aspects of TI’s Multicore Software Development Kit (MCSDK), a free foundational software package used to jump start multicore application development on KeyStone devices.

KeyStone multicore family

Texas Instruments’ KeyStone SoCs are a family of multicore DSPs, multicore ARM®s and multicore DSPs plus ARMs together with application-specific hardware accelerators (AccelerationPacs). Some of the AccelerationPacs include radio AccelerationPac for 3GPP Layer 1 processing, packet and security AccelerationPacs as well as an on-chip Ethernet switch enabling exceptional power and area efficiency while offloading many computation-intensive tasks from the cores. KeyStone multicore SoCs have a unique multicore infrastructure that facilitates high-performance applications. Large on-chip memory combines with the KeyStone Multicore Shared Memory Controller (MSMC) to provide low-latency external memory access. The high-throughput TeraNet supports non-blocking data transfer between system end points, making KeyStone SoCs excellent for high-performance applications. Multicore Navigator with packet-aware Direct Memory Access (DMA) transfer engine and queue manager provides an excellent platform for high-level multicore programming with very efficient inter-core communication, multicore job scheduling and dispatching. Figure 1 offers a high-level view of the KeyStone multicore architecture.

Figure 1: KeyStone multicore architecture
The KeyStone Multicore Software Development Kit (MCSDK) is a package of key platform software that enables SoC features and demonstrates key SoC capabilities on a reference evaluation hardware platform. The MCSDK is designed to enable faster time to market to end-user products by providing a stable foundation of software components, easy-to-use APIs, built-in multicore programming methodologies and application demonstration software to showcase SoC key features and multicore software framework with full source code.

The MCSDK supports SYS/BIOS™, TI’s RTOS for C66x DSP cores and Linux™ SMP for ARM® cores. It also provides foundational software for low-level drivers, optimized DSP libraries for various applications and the Multicore System Analyzer for debug instrumentation enabling real-time event monitoring, real-time profiling, benchmarking and data visualization. The MCSDK also provides an industry-standard multicore programming model to ease the programming effort and to facilitate achieving multicore entitlement. Figure 2 shows the major components of the MCSDK.

Inter-core communication (IPC) is at heart of multicore programming. The KeyStone architecture enables both shared-memory IPC and Navigator-based IPC. Open Even Machine (OpenEM) is a runtime software component inside the MCSDK that leverages Navigator hardware for efficient IPC, job scheduling and rendering. Share memory IPC and OpenEM enable ease of implantation for industry-standard multicore programming models such as Open Multiprocessing (OpenMP) and Open Computing Language (OpenCL). Integrating OpenMP and OpenCL into the MCSDK help overcome the main multicore programming challenges to achieve the maximum performance with minimum effort in order to balance the task partitioning, program expression and enable scalability. Properly utilized, these tools can result in increased productivity and improved software and system performance.
OpenMP is an API that explicitly directs multi-threaded, shared memory parallelism in C, C++ and Fortran. OpenMP uses directives to specify sections of code to be executed in parallel, distributing work into multiple threads and coordinating the thread access to shared data. OpenMP can be applied to existing code to express parallelism and it is portable across many different platforms. The MCSDK includes an OpenMP runtime library for both DSP and ARM. Figure 3 shows the OpenMP implementation inside the MCSDK.

OpenMP can be used for many multicore applications to benefit big data parallel processing. Running OpenMP on the MCSDK from multicore DSPs demonstrates nearly linear speedup in performance scaling relative to the number of cores. Figure 4 shows multicore speedup on large FFT and image processing running on one, two, four or eight DSP cores.

Figure 3: OpenMP implementation in TI’s MCSDK

Figure 4: OpenMP multicore speedup with MCSDK demo
OpenCL facilitates open, industry-standard parallel programming across heterogeneous processors including CPU, DSP, GPU and accelerators. OpenCL is designed to be portable using low-level abstractions for highly parallel task execution, which is a perfect fit for High Performance Computing (HPC), image, video and graphics processing, as well as many other embedded applications.

OpenCL is a parallel programming framework that consists of four different models: platform, memory, execution and programming. The platform model includes one host connecting to one or more OpenCL devices; each device can have one or more compute units which includes processing elements for parallel processing. The OpenCL execution model includes a host program running on a host CPU and kernels which are application algorithms running on one or more devices. OpenCL host and device memory models are independent from each other. Kernel work items can have access to four distinct memory regions: global memory, constant memory, local memory and private memory. And, OpenCL can support a data parallel-programming model or task parallel-programming model.

OpenCL uses C99 C language with modifications to enable program parallelism and vector processing to express kernels running on the OpenCL devices. The host creates a data structure called a command-queue which contains kernels to be dispatched and executed on the OpenCL devices. The command-queue can be scheduled either in-order or out-of-order through synchronization commands.

OpenCL is an excellent programming model for cloud computing, HPC and many other applications on KeyStone multicore devices to accelerate computation-intensive tasks. By leveraging the MCSDK, OpenCL device drivers and platform software, an OpenCL device library can be built for the host to enqueue and dispatch parallel kernel functions into DSP (and ARM) pools to increase the computation performance. An example of a Mandelbrot set zooming imaging application can be demonstrated using a host PC connected through PCIe to an Advantech DSPC 8681 card populated with four TMS320C6678 multicore SoCs each equipped with eight C66x DSP cores. The results show significantly faster processing compared to running the kernel on X86 based multicore CPUs.

Figure 5 shows the demo test setup.

**Figure 5: OpenCL HPC Mandelbrot demo with Advantech DSPC 8681**
OpenCL host can also run on a device with ARM® cores, such as TI’s TCI6614 SoC which has one ARM Cortex™-A8 core and four C66x DSP cores or TI’s TCI6636 SoC which has four ARM Cortex-A15 cores and eight C66x DSP cores. The OpenCL host on an ARM core queues the command in the host, schedules and dispatches the kernel task through OpenEM using multicore Navigator into the DSP cores. Figure 6 shows an OpenCL programming model on KeyStone SoCs. Running OpenCL multicore applications on KeyStone multicore DSPs delivers much higher energy efficiency than alternative solutions.

Figure 6: OpenCL example on KeyStone SoC

**LTE small-cell transport solution based on the MCSDK**

TI’s KeyStone architecture enables carrier-grade scalable multi-standard wireless base station solutions. It features a Network coprocessor and Ethernet switch that offloads the majority of Ethernet packet and security processing from the software to enable low-latency network solutions. The MCSDK includes low-overhead Linux™ and a transport library enabled for the Network Coprocessor to deliver best-performance fast-path transport for wireless base stations.

The transport library component of the MCSDK provides a set of Service Access Point Libraries designed to meet various application requirements such as enhanced fast path for small-cell base stations as well as general data path and flow management. It also enables embedded server and router applications. Low-latency transport solutions are achieved by running fast path with the MCSDK taking advantage of the Network Coprocessor and Ethernet switch in the KeyStone architecture.

The example software implementation leveraging the MCSDK and transport library can be demonstrated on LTE small-cell base stations built on the TCI6614 KeyStone SoC. The TCI6614 SoC integrates four C66x
DSP cores with an ARM® Cortex™-A8 core. The hardware infrastructure includes a Network Coprocessor for network and security acceleration, Multicore Navigator with dedicated queue manager and packet DMA subsystem. LTE’s baseband physical layer processing (PHY) is running on two DSP cores while most standard computation-intensive algorithms are offloaded into Layer 1 accelerators to improve area and power efficiency. The LTE user-plane processing for Layer 2 runs on the remaining two DSP cores. The ARM core runs the LTE control-plane processing, including Layer 3, transport, Radio Resource Management and Operations and Maintenance as well as other LTE-supporting applications. All of the LTE application software runs on top of the MCSDK which provides low-level foundational and runtime software to simplify application layer development. Maximum LTE packet throughput can be achieved in KeyStone-based solutions by leveraging the enhanced fast-path transport library in the MCSDK. Figure 7 below shows an LTE small-cell implementation on top of the MCSDK on a TCI6614 SoC.

Figure 7: MCSDK Transport lib provides fast path for LTE small-cell implementation
Conclusion  

TI’s MCSDK enables rapid deployment of many real-life multicore applications such as communications infrastructure, cloud computing, high-performance computing, oil and gas exploration, video infrastructure, embedded analytics, image, video and graphics processing and many more. The MCSDK is a free software package for KeyStone multicore SoCs providing a solid foundation for multicore software development. It not only provides a user-friendly API for streamlined application development, it also has built-in runtime libraries to enable industry-standard OpenMP and OpenCL multicore programming. The MCSDK can significantly reduce multicore development efforts and enable developers to focus on features that offer differentiation to their products. In addition, the transport library of the MCSDK is optimized for the KeyStone architecture to enable low-latency carrier-grade transport solutions.
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